Kartik Vaish, 5-A
Name of Book: Big Nate Goes For Broke
Genre Humorous
Big Nate, Francais and Teddy are very happy that their school is closing due to snow on
the roof. But there is one problem they do not know, it's that: they would go to school
but to the arch rival school JEFFERSON MIDDLE SCHOOL! They really find the school
fancy but there is a problem when Nolan the Jefferson Middle School's big bully
snatches Chad's hipbone pillow and that is when Nate tries to save Chad but instead he
breaks his own arm. Nate cannot participate in the comic drawing competition so he
hands over is comic DR CESPOOL to Dee Dee the drama queen. Jefferson always
wins in every competition so Nate thinks of a plan of how to beat Jefferson. They have
snow model competition and PS.38 WINS! PS.38 also wins the comic competition that
gives them 2 wins against Jefferson.
Nate- He is a boy who never ever wants to give up.
Nolan-The big bully of Jefferson.
Dee Dee- the drama queen.
Francais- Famous for his facts.
Teddy- Famous for his riddles.
Nolan the big bully reminds me of a boy in my class who always bullies me and other
small children and he shows off his power.
I really loved the book as the book is hilarious and is very inspiring. After reading this
wonderful book I know I will never ever give up no matter what lies in my way.

Siddhant, 5-C
Name of Book: Big Nate Goes For Broke
Author: Lincoln Pierce
Genre: Humorous
The story is about a boy named Nate who was trying to take revenge from the Jefferson
School. They used to trouble Nate and his friend Francis and Teddy. P.S18 and
Jefferson School use to have many matches but P.S18 would lose every match. So
Nate made a new game so that they could beat Jefferson School.
The main characters are Nate, Teddy and Francis. Nate was the captain of the team.
He used to go hammer and tongs on the kids of Jefferson School. Teddy and Francis
use to sneak and give information to Nate about Jefferson kids.

